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What more can I do in the 
time that is left?



You may feel like you are constantly working



You may feel like you are being pulled in too 
many directions



You may feel like you have a 
mountain to climb



You may feel like burying your 
head in the sand



You may feel like its just not worth it



You may feel like giving up……………



But its not too late and we 
are here to help you 



Dates for the diary

• Summer Examinations begin on Monday 14th May.

• 13 school days until summer GCSE examinations begin 

• Friday 18th May – Last day of normal timetabled lessons

• Monday 21st May start of Study Leave

• Tuesday 26th June Leavers Assembly and Prom 



Tips for Success………

• It’s not too late!

• Have a plan

• Bite-size, achievable chunks

• Communicate with your teachers/parents 

• Work hard 

• Reward yourself!



Revision Planning
Planning around examinations



A reminder of the rules of revision

• Have a space to revise without interruptions

• No phones/tablets/computers

• No procrastination

• Regular breaks

• Don’t worry about what others may be doing



Planning interleaved revision



Planning around examinations 

• Do you know when all your examinations are taking place?

• Have you produced a wallchart?

• Are you prioritising the subjects that are closer?

• Are you interleaving your revision?



Flash Cards
GCSE Revision



Making an effective flashcard

• “Chunk” the learning down

• Each flashcard should be on one 
key idea or concept

• The key information only should 
be summarised on one side 

• Use diagrams, bullet points etc

• On the back, put key words and 
possible exam questions on this 
concept



Organising your flashcards

• You will build up an array of 
flashcards

• Colour code them to classify by 
topic or exam section



Flashcards 2.0 – practice testing

• Write key questions on one side 
of the card

• Write the answers on the other

• Keep testing yourself! 

• Add a tick each time you get it 
right, and a cross each time you 
have to turn over to check

• Aim to get ten ticks next to each 
question

• Also works with post-its!



FLORIA

• FLORIA is a technique that provides “hooks” for information in your 
memory. Look at the following list of words for 40 seconds, then see 
which you remember: 



SHOE
GARDEN
GOOSE
MUSIC
AND

TAYLOR SWIFT
AND
CAR

HERB
WORM

SPIDER MAN
BOXING

GCSE
DUCK

NIPPLE
MOSS
PENCIL
GLOVE
WATER
GLUE
HERB

TURTLE



RECALL DURING LEARNING - FLORIA

First. Last. Outstanding.
Repeated. Interesting. Associated.



Using FLORIA

• Put the most important information FIRST and LAST

• When preparing revision materials, thing about how you can make 
key information OUTSTANDING

• REPEAT important facts

• Make key information INTERESTING using images, mnemonics, 
sticking it on a post-it in an unusual place, associating it with a person 
or event, pretend you are delivering a lecture or an assembly on this…

• Make links between information so the ASSOCIATION leads you from 
one fact to another



Mnemonics

• Mnemonics use the initial letters of a group of words to help 
remember them in order

• They are really good for remembering sequenced information

• Here are some examples…



Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain

Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, 

Indigo, Violet

PHYSICS



My Very Easy Method Just Speeds 
Up Naming Planets Simply

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, 

Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Sedna

ASTRONOMY



5 Bones in Hand

Distal

Intermediate

Proximal

Metacarpals

Carpals

Can you create a mnemonic from this?



Making a mind map

• Start with the theme in the middle of 
the page.

• Develop your main idea.
• Each sub-branch must relate to the 

branch before it.
• Use only key words and images.
• Key words must be written along the 

branches. 
• Colour code the branches. 
• Make things stand out on the page so 

they stand out in your mind. 
• Design images you can relate to which 

will help you remember key 
information



Mind maps can be mostly text



Or mostly images



Or both



Using key words in mind mapsAlbert Einstein
Einstein was born in Germany in 1879.  As a child, Albert hated school and 
his teachers thought he was rather “stupid”.  In fact he was asked to leave 
school because his teachers found him disruptive. He was a very curious
child and wanted to know how everything worked.  When he was five years 
old, his father gave him a compass, which he loved and took apart to 
understand how it worked.  When he was 12 he was given a geometry 
book, which he read from cover to cover, and so began his love of maths.

Einstein had several jobs.  His first, ironically, was as a teacher.  At first he 
failed the exam, but persisted and got the job.  He then went to work in a 
patent office where he would look at new inventions. When his scientific 
papers became well-known, he was actively sought after by many 
universities.  He worked in German universities for 17 years, until the Nazi 
reign, when he fled Germany because he was a Jew. He went to work at 
Princeton University in the USA for the rest of his life.

He made some amazing discoveries in his work, that changed much about 
the world.  His first scientific paper was his Quantum Theory.  He 
discovered that light travelled not only in waves, as previously thought.  
This discovery later led to the inventions, by others of the cinema and 
television.  His second major discovery was his theory of Relativity.  
Daydreaming one afternoon, he imagined travelling on a beam of light, and 
dreamt that the universe is curved.  This daydream led to his famous 
theory, E=MC2, and has led to many inventions for creating more powerful 
energy.

Although Einstein worked hard his whole life, he also had many things he 
enjoyed, and contributed them to his great brain.  He loved music and 
played both the violin and piano to a very high standard.  He went walking
every day to relax and daydream and keep fit.

Einstein married twice, and with his first wife had two sons.  He died in 
1955 at the age of 76.



Past Papers & Mark Schemes
GCSE Revision



Finding past papers and mark schemes

• AQA: http://www.aqa.org.uk/exams-administration/exams-
guidance/find-past-papers-and-mark-schemes

• OCR: http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/download-past-papers/

• EDEXCEL: http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-
topics/exams/past-papers.html

http://www.aqa.org.uk/exams-administration/exams-guidance/find-past-papers-and-mark-schemes
http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/download-past-papers/
http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/exams/past-papers.html


Boswells Revision Centre

• Log on to Office 365 (via the school website)

• Click on ‘Boswells Online’,  under the ‘Student’ tab.

• Click on ‘Examination Revision Centre’ 



Self-testing and diagnosis of errors

Understanding of the subject

• Did you get it wrong because 
you didn’t know that part of the 
subject?

• Solution: focused revision

Exam technique

• Did you get it wrong because you 
didn’t read the question properly? 

• Or because you didn’t do exactly 
what the mark scheme wanted? 

• Solution: repeated deliberate 
practice

• DO THE SAME QUESTION AGAIN!



Summary

• Don’t procrastinate!

• Don’t worry about what others are doing – just focus on you

• Ensure you know when all your exams are and they are calendared

• Produce an interleaved revision plan

• Chunk the learning down (use flash cards, mind maps)

• Revise effectively (no distractions!)

• Practice!!



The Exams

• Know exactly when they are – Morning or afternoon
• Be on time 8.45 for the morning and 1.05 for the afternoon
• Look at the seating plan
• No bags or coats
• Mobiles will be taken in and collected (with raffle ticket) from front office
• Absolutely NO communication with others in the exam room
• No fidgeting, graffiti, looking around
• Clear water bottles (we will not provide water)
• Correct equipment – calculators, compass, pencil etc
• Leave venue quietly



Results

• Results day is Thursday 23rd August 

• Arrive from 8am

• Emailed results requires you to supply 2 email addresses to:

cne@Boswells-school.com
Kwd@Boswells-school.com

mailto:cne@Boswells-school.com
mailto:Kwd@Boswells-school.com


Results day

• Results day will also be when you can collect your leaves books, 
Hoodies and any photo’s ordered with your voucher from Prom night.

• If you are not able to attend to pick these up, please email Mr Page to 
let him know and they will be kept aside for you.

•dpg@Boswells-school.com

mailto:dpg@Boswells-school.com


You can succeed!


